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Six Weeks Period: 3rd Grade Level & Course: Kinder

Timeline: Suggested 20 days Unit 03: Geography and Places Lesson: 1

Stated Objectives:
TEK # and SE

Academic Standards: K.3A, K.3C, K.4A, K.4B,
K.3(A) use spatial terms, including over, under, near, far, left, and right, to describe relative
location
K.3(C) identify and use geographic tools that aid in determining location, including maps and
globes
K.4(A) identify the physical characteristics of place such as landforms, bodies of water,
Earth’s resources, and weather
K.4(B) identify how geographic location influences human characteristics of a place such as
shelter, clothing, food, and activities

Process Standards: K.14C, K.14D
K.14C Express ideas orally based on knowledge and experiences
K.14D Create and interpret visuals, including pictures and maps.

ELPS: ELPS.c.3A, ELPS.c.3D

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity

Key
Understandings

People living in a place are a community.

● What makes a place special?

Communities have different physical geography features.

● What physical geographic features are found in different places?
● What are the most common types of landforms?
● How are natural resources and weather a part of the physical geography of a place?

Maps and globes can show the location of the physical geographic features of a community.

● How are water and land shown differently on a maps and globe?
● What information does a key/legend give about the map?

Communities are impacted by the physical geography.

● What is life like for people who live in cold climates and warm climates?
● What is life like for people who live in the mountains, or at the coast, or in a forest.

Misconceptions ● Students may need help understanding that there are communities, that are
groups of people, and physical locations/places that are considered
communities.

https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=236891
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=236893
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=236894
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=236895
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=236917
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=236918
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/0/118116/standard.ashx
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/0/118119/standard.ashx


Key Vocabulary ● Physical characteristic– physical characteristics of places are features such as soil,
landforms, bodies of water, types of vegetation and climate. These result from climatic
and tectonic processes. Forces within the Earth (tectonic) cause volcanic activity and
earthquakes which result in mountains and other natural features of the landscape.
Climate, including effects of temperature, precipitation, and wind, also shape the
physical characteristics of places. Fertile deltas result from repeated flooding, for
instance.

● Human characteristic– human characteristics of places include the types of houses
people build, the ways they earn a living, the games children play, the languages
people speak, their religious beliefs, their ethnicity, the daily schedules they follow, the
foods they eat, and how they govern themselves.

● Place- an area that shares unique physical and human geographic characteristics
● Natural resources-  things found in nature that are used to produce other things
● Landforms-  physical geographic features on the surface of the earth

Related Vocabulary

● Community
● Geography

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1- Engage Facilitate a discussion about landforms. Read the book, What
is a Landform? By Rebecca Rissman. Explain that landforms
are physical features of the earth’s surface. Depending on the
type of landform, they are caused by earthquakes, erosion,
weathering, and deposits. Scientists who study landforms and
how they are created are called geologists.

Create a KWL chart. Introduce new vocabulary: mountain,
valley, plain, volcano, hills, island, and peninsula.

Display pictures of landforms and have students help you label
them.

● What is a Landform? By
Rebecca Rissman

● Pictures and labels of
landforms

●

Day 2- Engage Recall landforms. Watch the United Streaming video
“Landforms #1”.

Students will help you make an anchor chart to show what
landforms are and how they are formed.

● Anchor Chart
● United Streaming video

“Landforms #1”.

●



Day 3–Explain Today we will begin learning about each landform. We will look
at mountains and hills. Discuss the differences in each. Watch
a video or read a book about each.

Students will fill out a VENN diagram on mountains and hills.

● Books/video  about
mountains and hills

● VENN diagram
● Pencils

Day 4 –Explain Today we will begin learning about each landform. We will look
at valleys and grassy plains. Discuss the differences in each.
Discuss that in Princeton, we have grassy plains around us.
Watch a video or read a book about each.

Students will fill out a VENN diagram on valleys and plains.

● Books/video  about
valleys and plains

● VENN diagram
● Pencils

Day 5 –Explain Today we will begin learning about each landform. We will look
at plateau and desert. Discuss the differences in each. Watch
a video or read a book about each.

Students will fill out a VENN diagram on plateau and desert.

● Books/video  about
plateau and desert

● VENN diagram
● Pencils

Day 6 -Explain Today we will begin learning about each landform. We will look
at island and peninsula. Discuss the differences in each.
Watch a video or read a book about each.

Students will fill out a VENN diagram on island and peninsula.

● Books/video  about
island and peninsula

● VENN diagram
Pencils

Day 7 -Engage Students will recall the various landforms we have studied.
Discuss the properties of each and discuss which we see
mostly in our community.

Partner students into groups. Students will receive a landform
that they will create together out of construction paper. When
everyone is done, come together and have each group
describe their landform. Create a tree map to show the types
of landforms.

● Construction Paper
● Scissors
● Gluestick
● Tree Map

Day 8- Explain Recall landforms. Discuss that landforms can be water
formations and land formations. Recall bodies of water
(science).

Display pictures/labels of water and land formations. Students
will create an anchor chart by sorting the pictures under the
correct label.

Students will complete worksheet labeling all land and water
formations.

● pictures/labels of water
and land formations

● Chart tablet
● Markers
● Gluestick
● Landform worksheet



●

Day 9- Evaluate Recall landforms, both water and land. Using landform charts,
play a game with students. The teacher will read a description
of the landform and students will try to guess which landform is
being described.

Students will complete a worksheet in which they will draw a
picture of each landform listed as a quick assessment of the
unit.

● Landform charts from
Continents Unit.

● Landform worksheet

Day 10- Extend Students will create their own editable islands. Use anchor
charts as reference to create various landforms on their island.
Students will name their island. After creating their island,
students will think about what life on their island is like:
weather, landforms, inhabitants, and any special features their
island might have.

Edible Island:
Graham cracker- island
Green Coconut- grass
Hershey Kisses- mountains
Rolos- hills
Kit Kats- plateaus
Blue Icing- water
Crumbled Nilla Wafers- sand
Goldfish Crackers- fish

Eat and enjoy!

● Paper Plates
● Materials for landforms

(see directions)

●

Day 11- Engage Facilitate a discussion to review the local community and its
physical and human characteristics. Students describe the
buildings and the reason for their placement in relation to the
landforms or other physical features that might affect their
location. For example, a boat fueling business would be
located on the lake; a store that sells hunting supplies would
be found in a community that is surrounded by ranch land that
allows hunting; and oil refineries may be located close to oil
wells. Lead students to make a connection between the
physical features of the community, the buildings in and around
the community, and the jobs or occupations held by the people
who work in the community. For example: Our town has good
farmland, so many people are farmers. Here is a farm house.
This is where the farmer lives. Our town is on the coast so
many people are fishermen. This is the boat dock. The
fisherman belongs on the boat. Our town is near the natural

● Chart paper
● Markers
● Handout: Stick Puppets
● Crayons

●



resource of oil, so many people make their living working on oil
wells or in refineries. Here is an oil refinery. The worker lives
near the refinery. Our town has a big pond in the park so many
people go on picnics in the park, rent canoes, and feed the
geese. Here is the canoe rental business, which is where the
canoe renter works. As students name the jobs, make a list of
the jobs held in the local community. Students make stick
puppets using the Handout: Stick Puppets. Each puppet
represents a person who has a job in the community. Students
decorate stick puppets according to the job. For example: A
farmer might wear overalls and be holding a farm tool.
Students sit in a circle with their completed puppets. Each
student tells the puppet’s job and explains what a person with
that job does in the local community.

Day 12 –Explain Read a children’s book that tells about physical characteristics
in different regions of Texas. Display the large map of Texas
with the regions outlined. Point out landforms and locations
mentioned in the book. Engage student background
knowledge by displaying the list of jobs created during the
Explore section on Day 1. Write the list of jobs on the
appropriate region on the map as close as possible to the
location of the local community. Direct attention to other
regions on the map and brainstorm a list of jobs that might be
supported by the physical and human characteristics found in
that region. For example: In the Piney Woods in East Texas
there are many trees. People who live there might work in
lumber yards or on tree farms. Ship channels and docks are
found on the Gulf Coast. People who live close to the ship
channels might work on a boat or at the boat docks. Continue
discussion until brainstorming has been completed for all
regions of Texas. Write the names of jobs on the map as each
one comes up in discussion. Students conclude that people
who hold jobs provide important goods and services that affect
people in all regions of Texas.
Write the names of each job from your list onto index cards.
Place the names of the jobs face down. One student draws a
name and acts out the job. The other students guess the name
of the job and tell if the job is one that can be found in most
communities or is unique to a region of Texas. For example: a
doctor would be found in most communities; a deep sea
fisherman would be found in the coastal region.

● Children’s book that tells
about physical
characteristics in
different regions of
Texas

● Chart Tablet
● Marker
● Index Cards

Day 13 –Explain Review jobs in the community. Expand the discussion to
include other ways the physical characteristics affect the lives
of people who live in the various regions of Texas. Ask how the
physical characteristics of place affect: the houses in which
people live, (people who live near the coast may live in houses
raised , people who live in the Piney Woods may live in
wooden houses) the clothing people wear, (people in the
panhandle may wear warm clothing in the winter months
because the weather gets so cold while lots of people in
Central Texas wear bathing suits to swim in rivers during the
summer) the food people eat, (people who live near the coast
may eat a lot of seafood, the people in the panhandle may eat
a lot of beef) the activities in which people engage.(people who
live near the coast may spend time boating or swimming,

● Chart Tablet
● Markers
● Book about

Communities
● Journal
● Crayons



people who live in Big Bend Country may spend time hiking in
the mountains)
Journal: Draw a picture and write a sentence about what your
mom or dad do as a job in the community.

Day 14
–Explore/Extend

Facilitate a discussion of how human (man-made) and physical
(natural) features shape our community and affect how we live
in the community.
— What does our community look like?
— What are physical characteristics of place?
— What are the human characteristics of place?
— What are the jobs people have in our community?
— How are the jobs influenced by the physical and human
characteristics of place?
Continue discussion by asking these or similar questions:
What would happen if people did not perform the jobs in a
particular region? How would that affect the people in that
region or other regions of Texas? (Possible responses: If we
didn’t have farmers in the Rio Grande Valley, we would not
have local citrus crops available. Citrus fruit would have to be
trucked in from other states and would cost more. If the lumber
jacks in the Piney Woods didn’t cut down trees, we would have
to get that natural resource from another location at a higher
price. If cattle growers in the Panhandle didn’t raise cattle for
food, we would have to get beef from other cattle growing
states and pay the cost of shipping.)

● Chart Tablet
● Markers
● Book about

Communities
● Journal
● Crayons

Day 15 -Evaluate Illustrate a job found in the local community that is related to a
human and/or physical feature of the community. Write
sentence(s) describing the job. Distribute drawing paper.
Students draw a picture of a job found in the local community
that is related to a physical or human characteristic of the
community. Students write one or more sentences describing
the job.

● Drawing Paper
● Crayons
● Writing Paper

Day 16- Engage Facilitate a discussion to review landforms. What is the
geography of the local community and its physical and human
characteristics?

Read the book “Maps, Maps, Maps” by Kelly Boswell. After
reading, show students real maps from various places. Share
with students about times that they or their parents may have
used a map.

Pick one the maps that you have displayed. Discuss the
various parts on the map and what makes it useful to the
people that are reading it. Call on students to find and locate
the places that you call out on the map.

· “Maps, Maps,
Maps” by Kelly Boswell
· Various real maps
from trips, zoos,
amusement parks, etc



Day 17 –Explain Review what a map is. Watch a video “Maps and Globes:
Maps and Their Uses”  from United Streaming.

Display a map of the community around Smith Elementary.
Using a paper car, call on students to help you find various
places on the map.

Distribute a sheet of drawing paper. Have students draw their
own interpretation of a map. Pre-assess to check for
understanding.

· “Maps and Globes:
Maps and Their Uses”
from United Streaming
· Map of community
around Smith.
· Paper Car
· Drawing paper
· Crayons
· Pencils

Day 18 –Explain Review what we know about maps. Read a book about map
keys/legends such as Map Keys by Rebecca Olien
(Scholastic).

Display a class legend that has four requirements: school,
neighborhood of homes, police station, and a park. Distribute
drawing paper. Ask students to draw a map that has each of
the requirements listed on the class legend. The symbol for
each is a: building with a flag next to it, building with a car next
to it, triangles to symbolize a neighborhood, and a slide to
symbolize the park. Pass out markers or crayons and have
students add details to their map. Cut out small legends
identical to the one displayed and have students glue it into
the corner of their map.

· Map Keys by
Rebecca Olien
(Scholastic)
· Class Legend
· Drawing paper
· Markers
· Crayons
· Gluestick

Day 19

–Explore/Extend

Review the parts of maps we have learned about. Explain that
today we are going to make a map of our neighborhood.
Display construction paper. The students will create a map that
shows a body of water, streets, houses, and a school.

Students will creatively work on their map.

· Construction Paper
· Scissors
· Gue
· Markers
· Crayons



Day 20 -Evaluate Students will complete their maps. Hand out a blank
key/legend. Students will create their legends and glue in the
corner of their maps.

· Maps
· Legends
· Blackline Masters:

Day 21- Engage Facilitate a discussion to review landforms. What is the
geography of the local community and its physical and human
characteristics?

Read the book “Maps, Maps, Maps” by Kelly Boswell. After
reading, show students real maps from various places. Share
with students about times that they or their parents may have
used a map.

Pick one the maps that you have displayed. Discuss the
various parts on the map and what makes it useful to the
people that are reading it. Call on students to find and locate
the places that you call out on the map.

· “Maps, Maps,
Maps” by Kelly Boswell
· Various real maps
from trips, zoos,
amusement parks, etc

Day 22 –Explain Review what a map is. Watch a video “Maps and Globes: Maps
and Their Uses”  from United Streaming.

Display a map of the community around Smith Elementary.
Using a paper car, call on students to help you find various
places on the map.

Distribute a sheet of drawing paper. Have students draw their
own interpretation of a map. Pre-assess to check for
understanding.

· “Maps and Globes:
Maps and Their Uses”
from United Streaming
· Map of community
around Smith.
· Paper Car
· Drawing paper
· Crayons
· Pencils



Day 23 –Explain Review what we know about maps. Read a book about map
keys/legends such as Map Keys by Rebecca Olien
(Scholastic).

Display a class legend that has four requirements: school,
neighborhood of homes, police station, and a park. Distribute
drawing paper. Ask students to draw a map that has each of
the requirements listed on the class legend. The symbol for
each is a: building with a flag next to it, building with a car next
to it, triangles to symbolize a neighborhood, and a slide to
symbolize the park. Pass out markers or crayons and have
students add details to their map. Cut out small legends
identical to the one displayed and have students glue it into the
corner of their map.

· Map Keys by
Rebecca Olien
(Scholastic)
· Class Legend
· Drawing paper
· Markers
· Crayons
· Gluestick

Day 24
–Explore/Extend

Review the parts of maps we have learned about. Explain that
today we are going to make a map of our neighborhood.
Display construction paper. The students will create a map that
shows a body of water, streets, houses, and a school.

Students will creatively work on their map.

· Construction Paper
· Scissors
· Gue
· Markers
· Crayons

Day 25 -Evaluate Students will complete their maps. Hand out a blank
key/legend. Students will create their legends and glue in the
corner of their maps.

· Maps
· Legends
· Blackline Masters:

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.


